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A Linear Approah to Enfore theMinimal Charaterization of theRollbak-Dependeny Trakability Property�Islene C. Garia Luiz E. BuzatoInstituto de Computa�~aoUniversidade Estadual de CampinasCaixa Postal 617613083-970 Campinas, S~ao Paulo, Brasilfislene, buzatog�i.uniamp.brAbstratA hekpointing protool that enfores rollbak-dependeny trakability (RDT) dur-ing the progress of a distributed omputation must take fored hekpoints to breaknon-trakable dependenies. Breaking just non-visibly doubled dependenies instead ofbreaking all non-trakable dependenies leads to fewer fored hekpoints, but seemedto require the proesses of a omputation to maintain and propagate O(n2) ontrol in-formation. In this paper, we prove that this hypothesis is false by presenting a protoolthat breaks the minimal set of non-visibly doubled dependenies neessary to enforeRDT, alled \non-visibly doubled PMM-paths", using only O(n) ontrol information.Keywords: fault-tolerane, rollbak reovery, distributed hekpointing, distributedalgorithms, algorithm omplexity.1 IntrodutionA hekpointing protool that enfores rollbak-dependeny trakability (RDT) during theprogress of the omputation must take fored hekpoints to break non-trakable depen-denies [1, 12℄. Although it is not possible to design an RDT protool that will take theminimum number of fored hekpoints for all hekpoint and ommuniation patterns [11℄,RDT protools based on stronger indution onditions usually take fewer fored hekpointsthan RDT protools based on weaker onditions [3℄. The inonveniene of the strongest ap-proah, based on breaking only non-visibly doubled paths, was that it seemed to requireO(n2) ontrol information [3℄, while a weaker approah based on breaking all non-trakable�This work is supported by FAPESP under grants no. 99/01293-2 (Islene C. Garia), no. 96/1532-9(Distributed Systems Laboratory), and no. 97/10982-0 (High Performane Computing Laboratory). IsleneC. Garia reeived �nanial support from CNPq under grant no. 145563/98-7. We also reeived �nanialsupport from PRONEX/FINEP, proess no. 76.97.1022.00 (Advaned Information Systems).1



2 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. Buzatorequires only O(n) ontrol information [12℄, where n is the number of proesses in the om-putation. The main ontribution of this paper is to present a simple RDT protool thatimplements the stronger approah in O(n).A hekpoint is a reording in stable memory of a proess' state that an be used forrollbak reovery. The set of all hekpoints taken by a distributed omputation and thedependenies established among these hekpoints due to message exhanges form a hek-point and ommuniation pattern (CCP). CCPs that satisfy RDT present only hekpointdependenies that are on-line trakable using dependeny vetors, and allow eÆient so-lutions to the determination of the maximum and minimum onsistent global hekpointsthat inlude a set of hekpoints [12℄. Many appliations an bene�t from these algorithms:rollbak reovery, software error reovery, and distributed debugging [12℄.Netzer and Xu have determined that hekpoint dependenies are reated by sequenesof messages alled zigzag paths [10℄. Two types of zigzag paths an be identi�ed: ausalpaths (C-paths) and non-ausal paths (Z-paths). C-paths are on-line trakable through theuse of dependeny vetors; Z-paths, on the ontrary, annot be on-line traked. However, aCCP may present Z-paths and still satisfy RDT. In this ase, all Z-paths must be doubledby a C-path; a Z-path is doubled by a ausal one if the pair of hekpoints related by thatZ-path is also related by a C-path [2, 3℄.Baldoni, Helary and Raynal have established properties that ould redue the set ofZ-paths that must be doubled in a CCP that satis�es RDT. They have onentrated theirstudy on visible properties, that is, properties that an be tested on-line by an RDT pro-tool [2℄. They have also proved that a proess does not need to break a Z-path if it isable to detet that it is already ausally doubled (a visibly doubled path). Additionally,they have onjetured that a spei� set of Z-paths, named \non-visibly-doubled-EPSCM-paths", determines the smallest set of Z-paths that must be tested for breaking by an RDTprotool [2℄. Based on this set, they have proposed an RDT protool that enfores thisharaterization using O(n2) ontrol information, laiming that this protool is optimalwith respet to the size of ontrol information [3℄.Reently, we have proved that their onjeture was false and the set of Z-paths thatmust be tested for breaking by an RDT protool an be further redued to the set of \non-visibly-doubled-PMM-paths" [5℄. In this paper, extending the approah used to prove theonjeture false, we desribe a protool that enfores this minimal haraterization of RDTrequiring only O(n) ontrol information.This paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 desribes the omputational modeladopted. Setion 3 introdues rollbak-dependeny trakability. Setion 4 desribes aquadrati approah to enfore the minimal haraterization of RDT, similar to the onesuggested by Baldoni, Helary, Mostefaoui, and Raynal [1, 3℄. Setion 5 presents a linearapproah to enfore the minimal haraterization of RDT. Setion 6 onludes the paper.2 Computational modelA distributed omputation is omposed of n sequential proesses fp0; : : : ; pn�1g that om-muniate only by exhanging messages. Messages annot be orrupted, but an be delivered



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 3out of order or lost. The loal history of a proess pi is modeled as a possibly in�nite se-quene of events (e1i ; e2i ; : : :), divided into internal events and ommuniation events.A hekpoint is an internal event that reords the proess' state in stable memory. Eahproess takes an initial hekpoint immediately after exeution begins and a �nal hekpointimmediately before exeution ends. Let i denote the th hekpoint taken by pi. Twosuessive hekpoints �1i and i ,  > 0, de�ne a hekpoint interval Ii . An event e�ibelongs to Ii (e�i 2 Ii ) if it oured in pi after �1i , but not after i . Figure 1 illustrates ahekpoint interval Ii and an event e�i that belongs to Ii .pi : : : -��1i �ie�iIiFigure 1: A hekpoint intervalThe set of all hekpoints taken by a distributed omputation and the dependeniesestablished among these hekpoints due to message exhanges form a hekpoint and om-muniation pattern (CCP). Figure 2 illustrates a CCP using a spae-time diagram [9℄ aug-mented with hekpoints (blak squares)............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. C
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p0 -�I10 Um1 � I20 Um3 �p1 -� Um2 � Um4 �p2 -�I12 � I22 �Figure 2: A distributed omputation2.1 ConsistenyThe onept of ausal preedene is fundamental for a better understanding of onsis-teny [9℄.De�nition 2.1 Causal preedene|Event e�a ausally preedes e�b (e�a ! e�b ) if (i) a = band � = �+1; (ii) 9m : e�a = send(m) and e�b = reeive(m); or (iii) 9e : e�a ! e^e ! e�b .A ut of a distributed omputation ontains a pre�x of eah of the proeses' loalhistories. A onsistent ut is left-losed under ausal preedene and de�nes an instant in adistributed omputation [4℄. If a ut C � C0, we an say that C is in the past of C0 (Figure 2).



4 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. BuzatoDe�nition 2.2 Consistent Cut|A ut C is onsistent if, and only if,e 2 C ^ e0 ! e) e0 2 CA onsistent global state is formed by the states of eah proess in the fronteir of aonsistent ut [4℄. The set of onsistent global hekpoints is a subset of the set of onsistentglobal states. In Figure 2, C is related to a onsistent global hekpoint, but C0 is not.2.2 Zigzag pathsNetzer and Xu have determined that hekpoints that are part of the same onsistent globalhekpoint annot be related by sequenes of messages alled zigzag paths [10℄.De�nition 2.3 Zigzag path|A sequene of messages � = [m1; : : : ;mk℄ is a zigzag pathfrom I�a to I�b if (i) pa sends m1 after ��1a ; (ii) if mi, 1 � i < k, is reeived by p, thenmi+1 is sent by p in the same or a later hekpoint interval; (iii) mk is reeived by pb before�b . Two types of zigzag paths an be identi�ed: (i) ausal paths (C-paths) and (ii) non-ausal paths (Z-paths). A zigzag path is ausal if the reeption of mi, 1 � i < k, ausallypreedes the send event of mi+1. In Figure 2, [m1;m2℄ is a C-path from I10 to I12 and[m3;m4℄ is a Z-path from I20 to I22 . A Z-path that starts in a hekpoint interval and�nishes in a previous hekpoint interval of the same proesses is a Z-yle and identi�esa useless hekpoint, that is, a hekpoint that annot be part of any onsistent globalhekpoint [10℄. Figure 3 presents a Z-yle [m1;m2;m3℄ and a useless hekpoint i .
: : : -� �m2 �: : : -�m3: : : -�iuseless Um1Figure 3: A Z-yle3 Rollbak Dependeny TrakabilityThe literature presents two approahes to de�ne RDT. The �rst one is based on the studyof on-line trakable dependenies, implemented through the use of dependeny vetors [12℄;the other one is based on the study of sequene of messages [1, 2, 3, 5℄.3.1 Dependeny vetorsA transitive dependeny traking mehanism an be used to apture ausal dependeniesamong hekpoints. Eah proess maintains and propagates a size-n dependeny vetor.Let dv i be the dependeny vetor of pi, m: dv be the dependeny vetor piggybaked on a



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 5message m, and dv() be the dependeny vetor assoiated to a hekpoint . All entriesof dv i are initialized to 0. The entry dv i[i℄ represents the urrent interval of pi and it isinremented immediately after a hekpoint (inluding the initial one). Every other entrydv i[j℄, j 6= i, represents the highest interval index of pj that pi has knowledge about andit is updated using a omponent-wise maximum every time a message m with a greatervalue of m: dv [j℄ arrives to pi. Figure 4 depits the dependeny vetors established duringa distributed omputation.p0 -�(0 0 0)(1 0 0) U(1 0 0)I10 �(1 0 0)(2 0 0) U(2 0 0)I20 �(2 0 0)p1 -�(0 0 0)(0 1 0) U(1 1 0) �(1 1 0)(1 2 0) U(1 2 0) �(2 2 0)p2 -�(0 0 0)(0 0 1) I12 �12(1 1 1)(1 1 2) I22 �22(1 2 2)Figure 4: A distributed omputation with dependeny vetorsNote in Figure 4 that dv(12) is (1; 1; 1) and it orretly aptures all zigzag paths thatreah I12 . Unfortunately, not all dependenies an be traked on-line. For example, dv (22)is (1; 2; 2) and it does not apture the zigzag path from I20 to I22 .De�nition 3.1 On-line trakability|A zigzag path from I�a to I�b is on-line trakablethrough the use of dependeny vetors if dv(�b )[a℄ � �.De�nition 3.2 Dependeny vetor haraterization of RDT|A hekpoint patternsatis�es RDT if all zigzag paths are on-line trakable.RDT is a desirable property beause eÆient algorithms an be used to onstrut on-sistent global hekpoints if all zigzag paths are on-line trakable. Also, an RDT hekpointpattern does not admit useless hekpoints [12℄.3.2 Causal doublingA CCP may present Z-paths and satisfy RDT if all Z-paths are doubled by a C-path [2, 3℄.De�nition 3.3 Causal doubling|A Z-path from I�a to I�b is ausally doubled if there isa C-path � from I�a to I�b or a = b and � � �.De�nition 3.4 Message-based haraterization of RDT|A hekpoint pattern sat-is�es RDT if all Z-paths are ausally doubled.A Z-path an be doubled by a ausal one if the pair of hekpoints related by thatZ-path is also related by a C-path [2, 3℄. Another possibility for a Z-path from I�a to I�b to



6 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. Buzatobe doubled is if it starts and �nishes in the same proess and I�b does not preede I�a . InFigure 5 (a), [m1;m2℄ is ausally doubled by m3 and in Figure 5 (b), [m1;m2℄ is triviallydoubled due to the exeution of pa.
pa : : : -I�a �m1 �m3: : : -�m2pb : : : -I�b pa : : : -I�a *m1: : : -jm2(a) [m1;m2℄ (b) [m1;m2℄is doubled by m3 is trivially doubledFigure 5: Causal doubling

3.3 RDT protoolsA ommuniation-indued hekpointing protool that enfores RDT allows proessesto take hekpoints asynhronously, but they may be indued by the protool to take foredhekpoints in order to break non-trakable dependenies [1, 12℄. Fored hekpoints mustbe taken upon the arrival of a message, but before this message is proessed by the ompu-tation. The deision to take a fored hekpoint must be based only on the loal knowledgeof a proess; there are no ontrol messages, no global knowledge or knowledge about thefuture of the omputation. These assumptions impose some restritions on the set of CCPsthat an be produed by RDT protools.The CCP depited in Figure 6 (a), for example, would never have been produed byan RDT prootol. This pattern has a Z-path [m1;m2℄ that is doubled by message m3 inthe future of a onsistent ut C. At C, the proesses of the omputation annot rely onthe existene of m3, sine a senario suh as the one depited in Figure 6 (b) ould havehappened, produing a CCP that does not satisfy RDT. Under an RDT protool, the CCPpresented in Figure 6 (a) should present at least one fored hekpoint (Figure 6 ()).
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ C -� �m1 �m3 -� �m2 -� � ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ C -� �m1 -� �m2 -� � -� �m1 �m3 -� ��m2 -� ��: fored hekpoint(a) (b) ()Figure 6: The behavior of RDT protoolsThe RDT property must be enfored in every onsistent ut of a omputation that runsan RDT protool. This observation has lead us to introdue the onept of left-doubling [5℄.



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 73.4 Left-doublingA C-path � belongs to a onsistent ut C if the reeption of the last message of � belongsto C. A Z-path � an be seen as a onatenation of ` C-paths �1 � �2 � : : : � �` and � belongsto a onsistent ut C if all ausal omponents of � belong to C.De�nition 3.5 Left-doubling|A Z-path � is left-doubled in relation to a onsistent utC if (i) � belongs to C and (ii) � is doubled by a C-path � that also belongs to C.A onsistent ut C satis�es the RDT property if, and only if, all Z-paths that belong toC are left-doubled. Using the onept of left-doubling, we have proved that a protool thatbreaks all \non-visibly doubled PMM-paths" must enfore RDT [5℄.3.5 The minimal haraterization of RDTDe�nition 3.6 PMM-path|A PMM-path is a Z-path omposed of a prime message m1and a message m2.A message m from I�k to pi is prime if m is the �rst message reeived by pi that bringsinformation about I�k . Figure 7 presents a PMM-path [m1℄ � [m2℄ from I�k to Ij .
pk : : : -I�k �m1pi : : : -�m2pj : : : -Ij

Figure 7: A PMM-pathDe�nition 3.7 Visibly Doubled PMM-path|A PMM-path [m1℄�[m2℄ is visibly doubledif (i) is ausally doubled by a C-path � and (ii) the reeption of the last message of � ausallypreedes the sending of m1.
pk : : : -I�k �� �m1pi : : : -�m2pj : : : -Ij WFigure 8: A visibly doubled PMM-path



8 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. BuzatoFigure 8 presents a visibly doubled PMM-path [m1℄ � [m2℄ from I�k to Ij . We should notethat [m1℄ � [m2℄ is left-doubled in relation to any onsistent ut of the omputation, sineany onsistent ut that ontains m1 should also ontain �. The set of \non-visibly-doubledPMM-paths" haraterizes the minimal set of Z-paths that be must tested for breaking byan RDT protool [5℄.De�nition 3.8 The minimal haraterization of RDT|A CCP satis�es the RDTproperty if all PMM-paths are visibly doubled.In the following setions, we are going to fous on the problem of implementing an RDTprotool that enfores this minimal haraterization.4 A quadrati approahThe ore of a protool that enfores the minimal haraterization of RDT lies on the de-tetion of non-visibly doubled PMM-paths by a proess pi. Let us onsider a PMM-path[m1℄ � [m2℄ from I�k to Ij suh that m1 is reeived by pi after the sending of m2 (Fig-ure 7). Before proessing m1, pi must detet the establishment of this PMM-path andverify whether it is visibly doubled (Figure 8). If [m1℄ � [m2℄ is visibly doubled, m1 an beproessed immediately. Otherwise, pi must take a fored hekpoint before proessing m1.4.1 Deteting PMM-pathsIn order to detet all PMM-paths formed upon the reeption of a message, proess pi mustreord for what proesses it has sent messages during the urrent interval. To do this, pimaintains a vetor of booleans sent toi, suh that all entries of sent toi are set to falsewhen pi takes a hekpoint, and an entry sent toi[j℄ is set to true when pi sends a messageto pj . A PMM-path is deteted by pi upon the reeption of a message m from pk when thefollowing ondition holds: 9 j : sent toi[j℄ ^m: dv [k℄ > dvi[k℄4.2 Deteting non-visibly doubled PMM-pathsThe detetion of whether [m1℄ � [m2℄ from I�k to Ij is visibly doubled by a C-path � an bedivided into two ases:I. From the point of view of pi, the interval Ij is in the past of pjFigure 9 shows a senario in whih pi reeives knowledge that m2 was reeived during Ij ,but � was reeived during I+1j . Sine a C-path � from I�k to I+1j does not double aPMM-path from I�k to Ij , proess pi must take a fored hekpoint before proessing m1.To detet visibly doubled PMM-paths, pi must evaluate (i) whether m2 was reeived bypj and in whih hekpoint interval, and (ii) whether pj has reeived knowledge about I�k andin whih hekpoint interval. For pi to be able to answer these questions, the proesses ofthe omputation would have to maintain and propagate an unbounded amount of ontrolinformation, proportional to the number of messages and hekpoint intervals.



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 9
pk : : : -I�k �� �m1pi : : : -�m2 �pj : : : -Ij � W I+1j
Figure 9: Ij is in the past of pjII. From the point of view of pi, the interval Ij is not in the past of pjFigure 10 presents three senarios to show that the problem of deteting visibly doubledpaths is muh easier when in pi's view Ij is not in the past of pj. In Figure 10 (a), pireeives knowledge that both m2 and � were reeived during Ij . In Figures 10 (b, ), pireeives knowledge that � was reeived by pj, but pi does not reeive knowledge about thereeption of m2. In these ases, the existene of a C-path � from I�k to pj guarantees to pithat [m1℄ � [m2℄ is ausally doubled.
pk : : : -I�k �� �m1pi : : : -�m2pj : : : -IjW(a)

pk : : : -I�k �� �m1pi : : : -�m2pj : : : -Ij W pk : : : -I�k �� �m1pi : : : -�m2pj : : : -I�1j W � Ij
(b) ()Figure 10: Ij is not in the past of pjFortunately, there is an approah to handle ase I that requires only O(n) ontrolinformation, as explained in next Setion. Setion 4.4 shows an O(n2) approah to handlease II. In Setion 5, we are going to prove that ase II an also be handled in O(n).4.3 Proess pi knows that Ij is in the pastLet us assume that, upon the reeption of m1, pi knows that m2 was reeived in an intervalthat is on the past of pj. In Figure 11 (a), pi reeives knowledge about I+1j due a C-path� that arrives to pi before m1. The onatenation of � and m2 forms a Z-yle. Sine



10 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. Buzatothe RDT property does not allow Z-yles, pi should have taken a fored hekpoint beforeproessing the last message of �. The information about I+1j ould have arrived with m1.In Figure 11 (b), pk reeives knowledge about I+1j due a C-path � that arrives to pk beforethe sending of m1. The onatenation of �, m1 and m2 also forms a Z-yle and pi shouldhave taken a fored hekpoint before proessing m1.
pk : : : -I�k �m1pi : : : -�m2 �pj : : : -Ij � ^ � I+1j pk : : : -I�k �m1pi : : : -�m2 �pj : : : -Ij � W� I+1j

(a) (b)Figure 11: Proess pi knows that Ij is in the pastThe Z-yle [�℄ � [m2℄ of Figure 11 (a) and the Z-yle [� �m1℄ � [m2℄ of Figure 11 haveonly two ausal omponents. Z-yles formed by two ausal omponents [�1℄ � [�2℄ and arealled CC-yles (Figure 12). CC-yles an be easily deteted and breaked on-line if pitakes a fored hekpoint before proessing the last message of �1. Proess pi must take thefored hekpoint only if [�2℄ � [�1℄ \ontains" a hekpoint, that is, it is not simple [1, 3℄.
pi : : : -��2pj : : : -� ^ �1Figure 12: A CC-yle [�1℄ � [�2℄To keep trak of simple paths, eah proess maintains and propagates a size-n booleanvetor simple . Let simple i be the vetor maintained by pi, and m: simple be the vetorpiggybaked on a messagem. The entry simplei[i℄ is always true, and the entries simple i[k℄,k 6= i, are reset to false when pi takes a hekpoint. When pi reeives a message m, eahentry simplei[k℄ is updated as follows:if m: dv [k℄ > dv i[k℄ then simplei[k℄ m: simple [k℄if m: dv [k℄ = dv i[k℄ then simplei[k℄ simple[k℄ ^m: simple [k℄Proess pi detets a CC-yle upon the reeption of m using the following ondition:m: dv [i℄ = dv i[i℄ ^m: simple [i℄ = falseIn the senarios of Figure 11, the seond ausal omponent of the CC-yle is representedby a single message m2. However, keeping trak of only CC-yles of the form [�℄[m℄would inrease the omplexity of the required ontrol information due to the propagation



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 11of knowledge about single messages. Also, as an RDT protool must break all CC-yles,using the above ondition does not inrease the number of fored hekpoints.4.4 Traking C-paths from I�k to pjEven if a proess pi breaks CC-yles, PMM-paths suh as the ones desribed in ase II ofSetion 4.2 (Figure 10) needed to be tested for breaking. Thus, if pi has sent a message m2to pj and reeives a prime message m1 from I�k , pi must verify whether there is a C-path� from I�k to pj. We should note that before the reeption of m1, proess pi annot haveinformation about �, otherwise m1 would not be prime (Figure 13). Thus, the informationabout � an only arrive on the ontrol information piggybaked on m1.
pk : : : -I�k �� �m1pi : : : -�m2pj : : : -Ij U

Figure 13: Message m1 is not primeAording to the de�nition of dependeny vetors, dv i[k℄ is the greatest interval index ofpk that pi has knowledge about. Let us onsider a matrix of booleans ausal i suh that eahentry ausal i[k℄[j℄ indiates whether, up to the knowledge of pi, there is a C-path from Idv i[k℄kto pj. The entries on the diagonal of ausal i are always true, sine there is a trivial ausalow from a proess to itself. Every other entry ausal i[k℄[j℄; k 6= j is initialized to false.When pi takes a hekpoint, all entries ausal i[i℄[j℄; i 6= j are reset to false, indiatingthat there is no C-path from this new interval. Let m: ausal be a matrix piggybaked ona message m. When pi reeives m from ps, ausali is updated as follows:8k, if m: dv [k℄ > dv i[k℄ then 8l : ausal i[k℄[l℄ m: ausal [k℄[l℄8k, if m: dv [k℄ = dv i[k℄ then 8l : ausal i[k℄[l℄ ausal i[k℄[l℄ _m: ausal [k℄[l℄ausal i[s℄[i℄ true8l : ausal i[l℄[i℄ ausal i[l℄[i℄ _ ausal i[l℄[s℄4.5 Chekpoint indution onditionA fored hekpoint is indued by pi upon the reeption of a prime message m from I�k if(i) there is a CC-yle or (ii) there is a PMM-path from pk to pj, but there is no C-pathfrom I�k to pj: (i) (m: dv [i℄ = dv i[i℄ ^m: simple [i℄ = false) _(ii) (9j : sent toi[j℄ ^m: dv [k℄ > dvi[k℄ ^ :m: ausal i[k℄[j℄)



12 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. BuzatoThe approah presented in this Setion is similar to the one presented by Baldoni, Helary,Mostefaoui and Raynal, although their protools break more omplex Z-paths [1, 3℄. Theirapproah requires O(n2) ontrol information sine it traks the existene of C-paths fromevery proess pk to every proess pj of the omputation. Baldoni, Helary, and Raynal laimthat O(n2) is optimal with respet to the size of the ontrol information [3℄. In the nextSetion, we are going to show an O(n) RDT protool that breaks visibly-doubled Z-paths.5 A linear approahLinearity of the ontrol information omes as a result of two observations: (i) we do not needto keep trak of C-paths from I�k to pj, instead, we are going to take advantage of depen-deny vetor restritions imposed by an RDT protool and (ii) we an perform omparisonoperations on dependeny vetors as a whole instead of keeping trak of single entries, asin De�nition 3.1. This alternative approah is the key to the omplexity redution. Thus,let us de�ne the following omparison operations:dv(j ) � dv(�k) , 8i; 0 � i < N; dv(j )[i℄ � dv(�k)[i℄dv(j ) = dv(�k) , 8i; 0 � i < N; dv(j )[i℄ = dv(�k)[i℄5.1 Dependeny vetor restritions under RDTLet us begin with dependeny vetor restritions that must hold for all CCPs, not only onCCPs produed by RDT protools.Theorem 5.1 Under RDT, the existene of a C-path � from I�k to Ij guarantees thatdv(j ) � dv(�k).Proof: For the sake of ontradition, let us assume the existene of an entry l of dv(j ) suhthat dv(j )[l℄ < dv(�k)[l℄ = � (Figure 14). The information about I�l must have arrived atpk due to a C-path �0 and the last message of �0 must have been reeived after the sendingof the �rst message of �. The onatenation of � and �0 forms a Z-path from I�l to Ij thatis not on-line trakable (a non-ausally doubled Z-path). 2
pl : : : -I�l ��0pk : : : -I�k �� ��kpj : : : -Ij �j

Figure 14: Contradition hypothesis of Theorem 5.1



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 13Corollary 5.2 Under RDT, the existene of a C-path � from I�k to Ij and of a C-path �0from Ij to I�k guarantees that dv(j ) = dv(�k).Proof: Due to �, dv(j ) � dv(�k). Due to �0, dv(�k) � dv(j ). Thus, dv(j ) = dv(�k). 2
pk : : : -I�k �� ��kpj : : : -Ij R�0 �jFigure 15: The existene of � and �0 guarantees that dv(j ) = dv(�k)5.2 Dependeny vetor restritions under an RDT protoolSine an RDT protool must enfore RDT in every onsistent ut of the omputation, letus explore dependeny vetor restritions during the progress of hekpoint intervals.Theorem 5.3 Let � be a C-path � from I�k to Ij and let C be a onsistent ut that ontains�. Let e0j 2 Ij and e�0k 2 I�k be the events of pj and pk that belong to the fronteir of C.Under an RDT protool, the following restrition should hold: dv(e0j ) � dv(e�0k ).Proof: For the sake of ontradition, let us assume the existene of an entry l of dv(e0j )suh that dv(e0j )[l℄ < dv(e�0k )[l℄ = � (Figure 16). The information about I�l must havearrived at pk due to a C-path �0 and the last message of �0 must have been reeived afterthe sending of the �rst message of �. The onatenation of � and �0 forms a Z-path fromI�l to Ij that is not left-doubled in relation to C. 2

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................
Cpl : : : -I�l ��0pk : : : -I�k �� e�0kpj : : : -Ij e0j

Figure 16: Contradition hypothesis of Theorem 5.3Corollary 5.4 Let � be a C-path � from I�k to Ij and �0 be a C-path from Ij to I�k . Let Cbe a onsistent ut that ontains � and �0. Let e0j 2 Ij and e�0k 2 I�k be the events of pj andpk that belong to the frontier of C. Under an RDT protool, the following restrition shouldhold: dv(e0j ) = dv(e�0k ).



14 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. BuzatoProof: Due to �, dv(e0j ) � dv(e�0k ). Due to �0, dv(e�0k ) � dv(e0j ). Thus, dv(e0j ) = dv (e�0k ).�
....................................................................................................................................................... Cpk : : : -I�k �� e�0kpj : : : -Ij R�0 e0j

Figure 17: The existene of � and �0 guarantees that dv(e0j ) = dv(e�0k )5.3 Proess pk knows that dv j = dvkLet � be a C-path from I�k to Ij and �0 be a C-path from Ij to I�k suh that the last messageof � is reeived before the �rst message of �0 is sent (Figure 18). Upon the arrival of �0, pkreeives knowledge about � and, aording to Corollary 5.4, it is also able to onlude thatdv j = dvk. pk : : : -I�k ��pj : : : -Ij R�0Figure 18: Proess pk knows that dv j = dvkThe following theorem shows that the veri�ation of equal dependeny vetors anreplae the veri�ation of the existene of C-paths.Theorem 5.5 Let I�k be the urrent interval of a proess pk. Under an RDT protool, pkknows the existene of a C-path � from I�k to pj if, and only if, to the knowledge of pk,dv j = dvk.Proof:(i) dv j = dvk ) a C-path � from I�k to pjSine dv j = dvk, dv j[k℄ = dvk[k℄ = � and there must be a C-path � from I�k to pj.(ii) a C-path � from I�k to pj ) dv j = dvkProess pk must have reeived knowledge about � due to a C-path �0 from pj to pk. The�rst message of �0 must have been sent after the reeption of the last of �. Sine an RDTprotool does not allow CC-yles, there annot be a hekpoint between the reeption ofthe last of � and the sending of �rst message of �0. Thus, these two events oured in thesame hekpoint interval and, aording to Corollary 5.4, upon the reeption of the lastmessage of �0, pk knows that dv j = dvk (Figure 18).Also, pk will not be able to inrease its dependeny vetor till the end of I�k . For thesake of ontradition, let us assume that pk reeives information about I�l through a C-path



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 15� after the reeption of the last message of �0. Aording to Corollary 5.2, dv(j ) shouldbe equal to dv(�k), and pj must also reeive information about I�l through a C-path � 0.Let C be the minimum onsistent ut that ointains �0, that is, the ut formed by the thereeption of the last message of �0 and all the events that ausally preede this reeption(Figure 19). Thus, at C, neither pj nor pk have knowledge about I�l . From C is possible toonstrut a sequene of onsistent uts that reet the progress of the omputation, addingone event at a time. Either � or � 0 is going to be inluded �rst during the sequene. If � isinluded �rst, we would have a onsistent ut, say C0, suh that [�℄ � [�℄ is not left-doubledin relation to C0 (Figure 19). Analogously, if � 0 is inluded �rst, we would have a onsistentut suh that [� 0℄ � [�0℄ is not left-doubled in relation to it. 2
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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........................................................................................................................................................................................
C0pl : : : -� � I�l�� �� 0pk : : : -�� ��kpj : : : -R�0 �j

Figure 19: Contradition hypothesis of Theorem 5.5Corollary 5.6 Under an RDT protool, pk knows that dvk = dv j if dvk[k℄ = dv j[k℄.Proof: Sine dvk[k℄ = dv j[k℄, there must exist a C-path from the urrent interval of pk topj and, aording to Theorem 5.5, dvk = dv j. 25.4 Keeping trak of equal dependeny vetorsEah proess maintains and propagates a size-n boolean vetor equal . Let equal i be thevetor maintained by pi, andm: equal be the vetor piggybaked on a message m. The entryequal i[i℄ is always true, and the entries equal i[k℄, k 6= i, are reset to false when pi takes ahekpoint. When pi reeives a message m from pk without taking a fored hekpoint, itmust update equal i. If m: dv [i℄ = dv i[i℄, pi learns that dv i = dvk (Figure 20 (a)). If up tothe knowledge of pk when it sent m there is a proess pj suh that dvk = dv j , pi also learnsthat dv i = dv j (Figure 20 (b)). This behavior an be summarized as follows:if m: dv [i℄ = dv i[i℄ then 8j : equal i[j℄ equal i[j℄ _m: equal [j℄There is no need for pk to propagate additional information about dependeny vetors,beause if, up to the knowledge of pk, dv j 6= dvk, pi annot derive from any informationontained inm that dv i = dv j . Aording to Corollary 5.6, to the knowledge of pk, dv j[k℄ 6=dvk[k℄. When pi reeives m, dv i[k℄ = dvk[k℄ 6= dv j [k℄ and dv i 6= dv j (Figure 20 ()). Thus,keeping trak of equal dependeny vetors requires only O(n) ontrol information.
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pi : : : -Ædv i = dvkpk : : : -Nm pi : : : -Æ dv i = dvk = dv jpk : : : -Æ dvk = dv jNmpj : : : -N pi : : : -Æ dv i = dvk 6= dv jpk : : : -dvk 6= dv jNmpj : : : -N

(a) (b) ()Figure 20: Updating equal i5.5 Chekpoint indution onditionA fored hekpoint is indued by pi upon the reeption of a prime message m from pk if(i) there is a CC-yle or (ii) there is a PMM-path from pk to pj, but dvk 6= dv j :(i) (m: dv [i℄ = dv i[i℄ ^m: simple [i℄ = false) _(ii) (9j : sent toi[j℄ ^m: dv [k℄ > dvi[k℄ ^ :m: equal [j℄)We should note the above hekpoint indution ondition is analogous to the one pre-sented in Setion 4.5. The only di�erene is the replaement of the test :m: ausal [k℄[j℄ for:m: equal [j℄.5.6 OptimizationsLet us ontinue to explore properties of the proesses' behavior under an RDT protool tosimplify an implementation of the minimal haraterization of RDT.Theorem 5.7 If pi reeives a non-prime message m, all entries of m: dv are known by pi.Proof: Assume that m was sent by pk during I�k , and there is a C-path � from I�k to pisuh that � arrived to pi before m. Assume that m: dv [l℄ = � > dv i[l℄ and let �0 be a C-pathfrom pl to pk that arrived to pk after the sending of the �rst message of � and before thesending of m. It is possible to onstrut a onsistent ut C suh that �0:� is not left-doubledin relation to C (Figure 21). 2
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................
Cpl : : : -I�l ��0pk : : : -I�k �� �mpi : : : -

Figure 21: Contradition hypothesis of Theorem 5.7



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 17Due to Theorem 5.7, upon the reeption of a non-prime message m, there is no need tohek and update dv i. Also, sine an entry of simple i an hange only if at least one entryof dv i has hanged, the updating of simple i an be skipped.Aording to the seond part of the proof of Theorem 5.5, when pk knows that pj knowsits urrent interval, say I�k , pk annot inrease dvk till the end of I�k . Thus, we an dividea hekpoint interval of any proess pi into three phases:Phase 0: while no message has been sent, no PMM-path an be formed, and dv i aninorporate new dependenies without restritions.Phase 1: after at least one message has been sent, dv i an hange aording to the indutionondition presented in Setion 5.5.Phase 2: after pi has reeived knowledge about other proess with an equal dependenyvetor, no new dependeny an be inorporated into dv i.Unfortunately, the updating of vetor equal annot bene�t from the desribed optimiza-tions. Figure 22 illustrates that vetor equal must be updated even if no new dependenyis established. When p1 reeives the seond message from p0, it does not hange dv1. How-ever, p1 reeives knowledge that dv1 = dv0. Using this information, p2 will be able to savea fored hekpoint when it reeives a message from p1.
p2 : : : -Æp1 : : : -� Udv0 = dv 1p0 : : : -R RFigure 22: Vetor equal must be updated even if no new dependeny is establishedFigure 23 illustrates that vetor equal must be updated during phase 2. Proess p2 startsphase 2 when it reeives a message from p1 and it learns that dv1 = dv2. When p0 reeivesa message from p1, it learns that dv0 = dv1. Also, when p0 sends a message to p2, p2 learnsthat dv0 = dv2. Using this information p3 will be able to save a fored hekpoint whenit reeives a message from p2. Thus, even if a proess is in the phase 2 of the algorithm,it must ontinue to update vetor equal beause the olleted information may help otherproesses to save hekpoints.

p3 : : : -
�p2 : : : -� phase 2 dv 0 = dv 2Up1 : : : -R�p0 : : : -U dv0 = dv 1

WFigure 23: Vetor equal must be updated during phase 2



18 Islene C. Garia and Luiz E. BuzatoAn implementation of the minimal haraterization of RDT inluding all optimizationsis desribed in Class RDT Minimal, using Java1 [7℄.Class RDT Minimal.javapubli lass RDT Minimal fpubli stati int N = 100; // Number of proesses in the appliationpubli int pid; // Unique proess' identi�erproteted int [ ℄ dv = new int[N℄; // Dependeny vetor, automatially initialezed to (0,...,0)proteted boolean [ ℄ equal = new boolean [N℄; // Keeps trak of equal dependeny vetorsproteted boolean [ ℄ simple = new boolean [N℄; // Keeps trak of simple pathsproteted boolean [ ℄ sent to = new boolean [N℄; // Keeps trak of sent messagespubli int phase; // Keeps trak of interval phasepubli lass Message fpubli int sender, reeiver;publi int [ ℄ dv;publi boolean [ ℄ equal;publi boolean [ ℄ simple;gpubli void takeChekpoint() f// Write state into stable memoryfor (int i=0; i < N; i++) f // Reset ontrol vetorsequal[i℄ = false;simple[i℄ = false;sent to[i℄ = false;gequal[pid℄ = true;simple[pid℄ = true;dv[pid℄++; // Inrement dependeny vetorphase = 0; // Reset phase ountergpubli RDT Minimal(int pid) f this.pid=pid; g // Construtorpubli void run() f takeChekpoint(); g // Start exeutionpubli void �nalize() f takeChekpoint(); g // Finish exeutionpubli void sendMessage(Message m) fm.dv = (int [ ℄) dv.lone(); // Piggybaks ontrol informationm.equal = (boolean [ ℄) equal.lone();m.simple = (boolean [ ℄) simple.lone();sent to[m.reeiver℄ = true;if (phase == 0) phase = 1;// Send messageg
1Java is a trademark of Sun Mirosystems, In.



A Linear Approah to Enfore the Minimal Charaterization of RDT 19Class RDT Minimal.javaprivate boolean mustTakeForedChekpoint(Message m) fif (phase == 0) return false; // Every new dependeny an be aeptedif (phase == 2) return true; // No new dependeny an be aeptedif (m.dv[pid℄ == dv[pid℄ && !m.simple[pid℄) return true; // Non ausally doubled CC-ylefor (int i=0; i < N; i++) // Verify whether all PMM-paths are visibly doubledif (sent to[i℄ && !m.equal[i℄) return true;return false;gpubli void reeiveMessage(Message m) fif (m.dv[m.sender℄ > dv[m.sender℄) f // New dependenyif (mustTakeForedChekpoint(m))takeChekpoint();for (int i=0; i < N; i++) // Dependeny vetor updateif (m.dv[i℄ > dv[i℄) fdv[i℄ = m.dv[i℄;simple[i℄ = m.simple[i℄;g else if (m.dv[i℄ == dv[i℄)simple[i℄ = simple[i℄ && m.simple[i℄;gif (m.dv[pid℄ == dv[pid℄) f // m.dv == dvfor (int i=0; i < N; i++)equal[i℄ = equal[i℄ jj m.equal[i℄;phase = 2;g// Message is proessed by the appliationgg6 ConlusionThe simplest RDT protools are based only on hekpoints, message-send, and message-reeive events: No-Reeive-After-Send, Chekpoint-After-Send, Chekpoint-Before Reeive,and Chekpoint-After-Send-Before-Reeive [12℄. Clearly, these protools are prone to in-due a very large number of fored hekpoints. Fixed-Dependeny-Interval (FDI) [8, 12℄and Fixed-Dependeny-After-Send (FDAS) [12℄ maintain and propagate dependeny ve-tors. They fore the dependeny vetor of a proess to remain unhanged during an entirehekpoint interval (FDI) or after the �rst message-send event of an interval (FDAS).The RDT protool proposed by Baldoni, Helary, Mostefaoui, and Raynal (BHMR) wasthe �rst protool to onsider visibly doubled Z-paths [1℄. Afterwards, Baldoni, Helary, andRaynal have presented a family of RDT protools, inluding a re�ned version of BHMR [3℄.Tsai, Kuo, and Wang have proved that BHMR never takes more fored hekpoints thanFDAS [11℄. However, the more elaborated ondition used by BHMR requires the propaga-tion of an O(n2) matrix of booleans, as desribed in Setion 4.Reently, we have proposed an RDT protool, alled RDT-partner, that breaks onlynon-trivially doubled PMM-paths [6℄. RDT-partner requires only O(n) ontrol information
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